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lived before God and for God. A life of obedience consists
of “at peace with him [God], with our neighbors, and with
ourselves” (p. 25). Scripture is full of similar calls: Follow me
(Matthew 5:19); Go and do likewise (Luke 10:37); Feed my
sheep (John 21:15); Whatever you do, do for the glory of God
(1 Corinthians 10:31); Prepared for good works (Ephesians
2:10); Be doers of the Word (James 1:22). The connection
is clear: proper knowledge culminates in proper action.

SPIRITUAL FORMATION
AND FLOURISHING
“Do it again” – my piano teacher, after playing Bach’s
“Canon in D Minor” for the umpteenth time.
“Run it again” – my quarterback coach, after working
through a pass progression multiple times during practice.
“Answer problems 11-20 on page 328. And show your
work” – my calculus teacher after answering problems 1-10
on page 328 as a class on the white board.
None of these situations should seem strange to anyone
familiar with a typical school experience. As educators, we
inherently understand that “to truly learn is to do.” We also
understand that “to do” requires practice and repetition.
Thus, we experience situations described above.

Spiritual Formation
But how does that translate into the spiritual formation of
our students? Do we diverge from common (and accepted)
pedagogical practices of learn, practice, do? If so, why? Are
we betraying a false, neo-platonic view of humanity where
the spiritual realm and the physical realm of humanity
operate in completely different spheres? Or is there another
method to approaching spiritual formation that can move
our students from a Christian life learned to a Christian
life lived?

In the introductory essay to Teaching and Christian Practice:
Reshaping Faith and Learning, Smith discusses how current
Christian educational approaches tend to follow secular
trends with a spiritual stamp. Sure, there is chapel time.
There is prayer. There is the presentation of the gospel. There
Hidden in this understanding is the idea that our students are mission opportunities. But he argues (and I generally
(and we ourselves) are more than cognitive beings carried agree) that the actual pedagogy presented is more secular
about in a shell of flesh or thinking things, in the words of than Christian, that the academic aspects consummate in the
James K. A. Smith. We are beings who do beyond think and doing while matters of a spiritual nature stop at the learning.
know. Even modern theories of education, such as Bloom’s
updated taxonomy get at this point by listing action verbs at The danger of this is that we run the risk of, in the words
the top of the hierarchy: create, synthesize, analyze. There of Adam Neder in Theology as a Way of Life, confusing
is a doing that evidences full understanding of the content. “believing in God with believing ideas about God” (p. 39).
He argues that true belief in God will manifest itself in a life
As the chef says, “The proof is in the pudding.”
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Some of our difficulty stems from an educator’s natural
tendency to quantify stuff. In the above scenarios, my piano
teacher can tell me the number of notes I missed in various
sections to determine weaknesses. My coach can tell me
the percent of quality plays I made in either practice or
game situation. My calculus teacher can tell me how many
questions I missed on an exam. But that does not transition
well when it comes to spiritual formation. It is not as simple
as scoring well on a Bible knowledge test or testing well
on some worldview survey. The ones Jesus references in
Matthew 7:21-23 would probably do well on a test about
biblical knowledge; however, in the final analysis, they never
really knew Christ.
That passage should serve as a sobering warning for Christian
educators. Rightly, we spend much effort instilling biblical
truths into our students, but we should not stop there.
How can we design our campus culture to foster spiritual
formation? What if we had classrooms where students had
purposeful opportunities to live out the Christian ideals they
are learning in a subject-specific manner beyond posting
high scores on various exams? What if we had athletic
departments whose sole purpose was to teach student athletes
how to love the Lord with all their strength beyond having
a full trophy case and a rabid student section sandwiched
between opening and closing prayers? What if we had fine
arts departments that encourage students’ talents to tell the
story of the gospel in a way that captures the imagination
of what a flourishing life can look like beyond putting on
Broadway-caliber shows and choirs that can sing in fivepart harmony?

designed prosthetics to enable amputees to increase function
(care), bioethicists are working to protect the dignity of
humanity (confront), and farmers are developing methods
for growing food for impoverished areas (cultivate). There
are countless examples of areas where Christians can engage
in their communities; those examples need to be presented
(and practiced when possible) in our classrooms.
In a recent post, John Stonestreet echoes these thoughts:
“But the goal isn’t just to think clearly: It’s also to live in
an intentionally redemptive way. Nothing gets in the way
of that more than a truncated view of the Gospel, a “twochapter” worldview that focuses only on sin and salvation
but fails to take seriously the biblical realities of creation and
restoration. Creation helps us see God’s intent; restoration
puts our personal salvation in the larger context of Christ’s
work in history. A two-chapter Gospel simply isn’t big
enough for this cultural moment. ”
Stonestreet often talks and writes about what Christians are
saved “to” beyond what we are saved “from.” Our work is to
participate in God’s Redemptive Plan for humanity. This is
messy in educational settings simply because redemption
is messy. Redemption required the Son of God to die a
horrific death on a Roman cross; redemption requires us to
engage with a broken culture to bring forth the beauty of a
flourishing life. But, as Neder argues in his above-mentioned
book, Christian educators must rely on the guidance of the
Holy Spirit in this endeavor. He writes, “This is how the
Spirit liberates us to become who we are—not by turning
us into the kind of people who automatically know and do
the good, but by granting us faith to entrust ourselves again
and again to Christ, whose power is made perfect in our
weakness” (p. 29).

Lived Christian Life

So, in our classrooms, we must strive to present options
and opportunities of what a lived Christian life looks like.
And then do it again. And again. And again. If we miss
an opportunity, we turn to the Spirit and ask for the grace
Care, Cure, Confront and Cultivate
and guidance to lead our students faithfully. And then turn
One approach is to think of engagement in the four C’s: again. And again.
care, cure, confront, and cultivate. We are to care for what
is broken, cure what is diseased, confront what is evil, and Teach it again.
cultivate what is good. I’m no grammar expert, but those Practice it again.
four words are all verbs. In other words, they are actions to
be undertaken by all believers. All four of these elements can Do it again.
(should?) be integrated into the classrooms of every Christian
school. Provide students with opportunities to take what
they are learning about the Bible to its practical applications.
As teachers, we need to capture the imaginations of our
students about what a gospel-lived life can look like. In my
own classroom, I tell stories of how through God’s grace, Article published on ACSI’s blog postings on May 17, 2022,
medical research has reduced disease (cure), bioengineers are by Dr. Mitch Evans, NRCA AP Biology Teacher.
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A HERO WORKOUT
A DAY TO REMEMBER

M

emorial Day is the federal holiday that honors the
American military personnel who have given their
lives in the line of duty. Many families spend the day
at civic or family memorial events, but for the second year in
a row, NRCA faculty member Dr. Mitch Evans has plans of
a different kind. He and many others in gym communities
across the states will participate in a Hero Workout of the Day
(WOD) – the ‘Murph.’
The workout is named for Lieutenant Michael P. Murphy
who was killed in Afghanistan while on a mission to capture
Taliban leaders. Lt. Murphy originated the workout, which
consists of running 1 mile and then completing 100 pull-ups,
200 push-ups, 300 air squats, and finishing with another 1-mile
run, all while wearing a 20-pound weighted vest.
This year, Dr. Evans has prepared by doing a few workouts
with the vest, something he did not do last year. “For the most
part, my general training is the foundation since CrossFit is
designed to prepare you for any (reasonable) workout,” Evans
said. “However, I did start a couple of months out doing some
weighted vest workouts every so often to get used to that aspect.
Last year was my first year doing ‘Murph’ and I did not use a
weighted vest, so I wanted at least some familiarity with that
part.”
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Dr. Evans’s brother is retired Air Force and both of his
grandfathers were involved in World War II, so he was raised
with a deep appreciation for the military. “Memorial Day and
Veteran’s Day provide opportunities to reflect and celebrate the
privilege of living in a free country that came about, in part, [due]
to the sacrifice of our soldiers,” Evans said. “As Christians, we are
called to take that concept even further to the sacrifice of Jesus
on the cross, and I pray that my involvement with these Hero
WODs provides opportunities for gospel conversations within
my gym community.”
While the workouts provide a way to honor those who have
given their lives in service of their country, they also provide
a way for believers to honor God with their bodies which, Dr.
Evans says, is a more holistic approach to worship. “Too often,
we as believers neglect our health in pursuit of things we deem
important - spiritual, mental, etc. [However], God gave us bodies
in which we may serve Him,” Evans said. “As such, we are to
love Him with the whole of our strength. You don’t need to be
an expert or in super shape; you just need to start somewhere
and enjoy the journey!” 
By: Shield Witing Staff
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OWEN KELLER:

To Germany and Back
A
NRCA Teacher & Staff

FIRST AID
AND CPR
TRAINING

“The reason we do this is because
studies have shown that when a
person’s heart stops suddenly,
receiving CPR can double or even
triple the chances of survival.”
TONYA HAY WAR D

E

very two years, the entire NRCA staff
completes Heartsaver CPR and First Aid
training. Mrs. Tonya Hayward along with
each of the instructors teach faculty and staff
how to respond in an emergency.
“During the first aid section, we watch a
video which covers what to do in emergencies,
such as allergic reactions, broken bones, eye
injuries, burns, and more,” Hayward said. “The
staff will demonstrate removing gloves, finding
the problem, pressure dressing, and how to use
an epinephrine pen.”
The five-hour class also trains staff on how
to perform CPR. “The reason we do this is
because studies have shown that when a person’s
heart stops suddenly, receiving CPR can double
or even triple the chances of survival,” Hayward
said. “During CPR, we watch a video and
practice providing compressions, giving breaths,
and using an Automated External Defibrillator
(AED) on mannequins. The AED is a device
that can detect abnormal heart rhythms that
require treatment. It can deliver an electrical
shock to convert the rhythm back to normal.
There are several AEDs located throughout the
school. At the end of the course, in order to be
certified, the staff will demonstrate these skills
on a mannequin with a feedback device that
shows a green light if the compressions are fast
and deep enough.”

fter two years of living in Germany, sixth
grade student Owen Keller is back at the
Academy.
“Being gone for two years on another
continent was a big adventure. Add a
worldwide pandemic, and it was a lot more
exciting. It gave us plenty of time to learn about
the German culture and the European way
of life,” Keller said. “Everything we wanted to
explore was a hop, skip and a jump away living
in a little town. We lived in an apartment up
77 steps with no air conditioning, which was
a big culture shock.”
Despite being unfamiliar with the culture,
Owen was still ready to learn as much as he
could about the history of the area.
“I really loved the fact that there was a castle
everywhere you went or a beautiful church,
but the best part was the bicycle lane. I was
just old enough to ride in the bike lane with
my mom and we would ride our bikes all over
town to see friends and stop for treats.” Keller
said.
Even on a different continent, Keller’s
passion for learning didn’t come to an end. He
attended an international school in Heidelberg
which was taught in English as well as German.
“I had a tough German teacher, so I was very
challenged and learned to do presentations in
German and also wrote a German newspaper.”
Keller stated.
While transitioning back to school in the
United States, Keller ran into a few difficulties.
The weather here is different from the weather
in Germany, and he was not used to switching
classes. Despite the difficulties in moving back,
Keller has had help from family, friends, and
NRCA.
“My teachers at NRCA have been really
amazing at helping me transition and fill in
any of the things I might have missed while I
was gone,” Keller said.
Owen Keller is happy to be back in the
USA - back to what he says he missed most family, friends, and Chick-fil-A. 
By: Zamzam Ogbonna, Shield Staff

By: Tanner Clark and Aiden Paunovich, Shield Staff
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AND GOD SAID: I WILL SEND THEM WITHOUT WINGS SO NO ONE SUSPECTS THEY ARE ANGELS.
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WOODFORD & FURMAN ARMSTRONG

BLITZEN BASS

MAGGIE (AKA SHREDDER) BASS

RENFRO BAUGUESS

ELSA BENSON

DODGER BLACK

ELLIE BLOM

BOGEY CHRISTENSEN

PRINCESS LEIA CAHOON

PAPERCLIP CARRUTH

CODY COMER

DAISY COMER

SADIE COOK

OAKLEY DEAN (ALISA)

STELLA DEAN

KISCI & KUTYA DEIM

TOOTSIE FOSTER

ROSCO GENTRY

PENNY IFFLAND

FLYNN LINTON

WINSTON MATHES
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AND GOD SAID: I WILL SEND THEM WITHOUT WINGS SO NO ONE SUSPECTS THEY ARE ANGELS.

HOPE LOYD

OLIVER LOYD

CASH OVERTON

EL RAY STEPHENS (R.I.P.)
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WILLOW LOYD

PENNY & PETE RUTHERFORD

NANA STOTT

PIXIE WALLS

ALICE MCINNIS

BRADY SHELTON

ZEKE MCINNIS

LULU SHELTON

COCO SHELTON

CHARLIE WELCH

MIZU & ZEPHYR MCINTOSH

WREN VANHORN

CHOCOLATE NEPA

WRIGLEY STEPHENS

SULLIVAN & HALLEY LYCZKOWSKI

JASPER & SADIE LYCZKOWSKI
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Inspiring Millions Through

Dance
arideth (Batchelor) Telenko graduated
from NRCA in 2016. Since then, her
life has drastically changed. During
COVID, Marideth and her now husband,
Austin Telenko, moved back to NC from
NYC, where they had both been working
in the dance industry. Since everything was
going remote, they needed a new way to
continue to do what they loved, dance. What
started as a fun way to pass the time launched
them into an unexpected career, and it all
began in her childhood bedroom. Together,
they created the joint TikTok account: Cost
n’ Mayor, where they posted short videos of
themselves dancing to popular songs. Quickly,
their videos attracted many followers. Their
exciting choreography and energy seemed
to be what viewers needed during a less
than joyful time of quarantine. Although
completely unplanned, they continued to
post regularly, and their account exploded.
“Social media can be such a temporary
thing, and even though it was exciting to
have people acknowledge and appreciate
our choreography, I always assumed it
would disappear as quickly as it came about,”
Marideth Telenko said. “I was used to the
entertainment industry where ‘fame’ is often
a fleeting moment. It wasn’t until almost a
year of consistent growth when it really sank
in that sharing our art was affecting people’s
lives all over the world in a big and important
way!”
Like most, the pandemic restricted the
couple to staying at home, yet Marideth and
Austin found simple, creative ways to film
their videos.
“Logistically, when we’re filming at home,
we have a set up with our lighting and a
tripod,” Telenko said. “We push our dining
room table out of the way, so we have space
to dance - HIGHLY professional stuff, huh?

M
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Then it starts with listening to the sound or
music that we’re using and troubleshooting
to find movement that looks as identical as
possible to how the music sounds.”
With social media fame, it is hard to plan
and know what will happen next. With over
4.5 million TikTok followers and counting,
Austin and Marideth’s videos seem to truly
be inspiring others.
“We hope that our videos make people
think and make people happy, but most of all,
we hope that they feel empowered to share
their own stories. Dance, choreography and
any kind of art falls into this category of
something we can all mutually understand.
A universal language spoken by all people,
from all walks of life. It’s a magic form of
self-expression that you don’t need to speak
a specific language to participate in or have
a certain degree to understand. We hope that
the things we share impact other people and
inspire them to tell their own stories as well.”
Marideth Telenko started her career by
dancing in NRCA’s very own honors dance
program. Before making her way into the
professional world, she was performing on
stage in NRCA’s chapel and dance concerts.
“I loved the community. I met so many
people during my time at NRCA, friends,
teachers, and faculty included, who made
such a deep and lasting impact on my life,”
Telenko said. “As a young artist, interested in
a not-so-typical career path, it’s inevitable to
find yourself in situations where people think
you’re crazy, or that your dreams are far-off.
At NRCA, the people who thought my dreams
were a long shot were FAR outnumbered by
the friends and mentors who encouraged
me, supported me, prayed for my success,
and truly loved me so well. That has been a
LASTING blessing in my life.” 

“

Social media can be such a temporary thing, and even though it was exciting to have people
acknowledge and appreciate our choreography, I always assumed it would disappear as
quickly as it came about. I was used to the entertainment industry where ‘fame’ is often a
fleeting moment. It wasn’t until almost a year of consistent growth when it really sank in that
sharing our art was affecting people’s lives all over the world in a big and important way!
-MARIDETH TELENKO, CLASS OF 2016

@cost_n_mayor
4.5 Million Followers!

By: Ellis Jones, Shield Staff
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“People have always been my first priority
since coming to West Point, and I truly
believe the Lord has blessed my scholastic
and personal endeavors because of it.”
DEANA ARBELAEZ, NRCA ALUMNA

“EXCELLENCE, THEN,
IS NOT AN ACT, BUT A HABIT.”
ARISTOTLE

A

ristotle once stated that “excellence, then, is not an act, but a
habit.” If this is the case, then NRCA Alum Deana Arbelaez
has gotten into a habit of being more than excellent. Her
journey to the United States Military Academy at West Point
started back in her first year of high school.
“West Point has been my dream since I was in the 9th grade
at NRCA,” Arbelaez said. “My dad and I used to drive to the
shooting range once a month my ninth-grade year.”
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On the way to the shooting range, Arbelaez would have ample
time to talk with her dad about her dreams and aspirations.
“I remember one time on the way to the range, I told him that
I wanted to join the military,” Arbelaez said. “I was so nervous
to tell him because I was scared he would say no. Still, I told him
anyway, and his one rule was that I had to become an officer if I
joined the military.”
From ninth grade on, Arbelaez felt called to West Point until
her senior year, where she decided to attend Liberty University.
However, after one semester, Arbelaez felt the Lord calling her to
once again pursue her dream and begin the rigorous West Point
application process.
“It was an easy choice to decide going to West Point. The hard
part was getting accepted. While my friends were watching the
football games, I was in the library on a Saturday studying for
the SAT in order to be accepted to West Point,” Arbelaez said. “It
was worth every second of hard work and effort to get there.”
While remarking on her acceptance and experience at West
Point, Arbelaez thanks God, NRCA, her parents, and her peers
for her success at this prestigious school. While attending USMA,
Arbelaez has amassed a number of awards and honors including
the Stamps Scholarship, Superintendent’s Award for Achievement,
Dean’s List (3 years), Graham and Perry Award, and many more.
One of these honors was getting the opportunity to ring the
closing bell at the New York Stock Exchange.
“To be honest, ringing the bell for the New York Stock Exchange
was so humbling. It brought tears to my eyes. They did not show
this on TV, but before I walked up to the platform to ring the bell,
the entire floor of employees stood up and gave my peers and
me a standing ovation,” Arbelaez said. “I rang the bell and felt
pride. I felt so proud for representing the military, West Point,

my faith, and my family. I felt so thankful in that moment for
everything my mom and dad sacrificed to get me to that point.
It was a moment I will remember for the rest of my life.”
Within the world of West Point, Arbelaez has been able to live
out her faith and fulfill the call to disciple given to us in Matthew.
“In my first month at West Point, I led one of my best friends
to Christ, and he received the gospel and was saved. Since then,
I led a women’s bible study last year where we grew in our faith
and community during the COVID lockdown at West Point,”
Arbelaez said. “The world is a dark, dark place. The world needs
Jesus, and people here at West Point need Jesus. People have
always been my first priority since coming to West Point, and
I truly believe the Lord has blessed my scholastic and personal
endeavors because of it.”
At times, it is easy to doubt oneself and feel without purpose
in this dark world. Arbelaez stands as an example of what it
means to follow one’s dreams and pursue excellence through
their purpose.
“I believe that God has given each of us a calling and a gift. We
have the opportunity to use that for His glory and the kingdom
or to let it go to waste,” Arbelaez said. “I would challenge every
person to truly dig inside and reflect on what it is that God has
gifted them. Follow that calling and purpose and meaning will
follow. I am so proud to represent NRCA, my family, and God.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my story.” 
By: Mathew Nelson, Shield Senior Editor
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COSTA RICA MISSION TRIP
MAKING CONNECTIONS

A

s appealing as the prospect of leisure and relaxation is, this
spring break - from April 18-23 - seventeen students decided
to invest their time and effort into constructing a house for a
family in Pavas, an area near San José, Costa Rica. Chaperoning
these students were Doug and Kimberly Penny. Mr. Penny and
his daughter Lydia had the chance to go on this exact trip last
year with their church. This experience opened a door for them
to host the trip this year for NRCA students.
“We wanted to allow the students the incredible opportunity
to give of themselves and invest in the people of Pavas,” Penny
said. “Since Mr. Penny and Lydia had the chance to go on this
trip last year, they wanted to continue to build relationships with
the people in the community.”
A bus brought the students every morning in from San José, to
Pavas. As the large bus carefully navigated the narrow and bumpy
roads, one could see stacks of rickety, shoddy shacks—mostly
rusty metal sheets put together—that stretch across Pavas, the
full view of which was only made possible by the elevation the
bus provided.
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“When we first entered Pavas, I was stunned from what I saw,”
freshman Jun Lee said. “I’ve rarely been in a very impoverished
area like that, and actually being there things felt different from
the vague ideas I had. Things felt alien and distant from what I
was used to.”
The alienation of the environment—or even that which comes
from awkwardly entering the narrow allies of Pavas in a big
bus—was soon resolved, however, by the work that had to be
done. For the three full work days in Pavas, the students helped
with painting, assembling, nailing, and re-painting the wooden
boards and trims that provided a structure to the house. Yet the
work in Pavas wasn’t just a mechanical and monotonous tasks
to be accomplished. It was also a gradual bridge that came to
form a strong relationship between the students and not only
the missionaries but the local families who knew the work very
well and remained in the work site to lead and assist them.
“The connections I made with the kids on the trip and also
the people in Costa Rica are so amazing and from God,” senior
Laura Ashely Crawford said. “The main struggle I experienced

was leaving the families of Pavas, Costa Rica. The connections I
made in a short three days with those people have changed my
life.”
In the course of three days, strong bonds were formed, broken
Spanish and English exchanged with smiles, meals eaten together,
painting and nailing done together. But most importantly, among
the shoddy shacks that stretched across sideways, one house
was sturdily built and completed with basic furniture. After the
hard work that finished the house, there came one of the most
memorable moments: the key ceremony. The crew stood in circle
and from one to another passed around the key to the house,
each saying a short blessing to the family.
“[We stood] in that circle, looking at all those students who
had worked so hard all week and [knew] that their decision to
come on this trip had forever changed the life of the family we
built the home for,” Penny said. “They made themselves available,
and God used them in a remarkable way. We were so proud of
them all!”
Despite the distance that a new country, environment,
and people might bring, in three short days the students were
immersed in the community, working and interacting with the
people. Through this experience, God revealed many unexpected
things to them.
“My expectations of this trip were thoroughly passed,” Crawford
said. “I learned how much joy someone can have even though
they don’t have the basic luxury of a bathroom. We are so blessed
beyond what we will ever know, and we need to remember to
have joy!” 
By: Haley Lee, Shield Staff
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SENIORS CONQUER

N

RCA’s senior class traveled to Snowshoe Mountain
Resort on February 27 for their three-day class trip.
At the resort, located in West Virginia, seniors had the
freedom to explore different activities: snowboarding, skiing,
or even just hanging out with friends.
After their seven-hour bus ride, the seniors ate dinner and
spent time at the hotel playing Chess, Uno, and just walking
around the village.
“The rooms at the hotel were really cool,” senior class
president Landon Betts said. “Each room was completely
different from one another; in one room you would see a giant
Apple T.V. and in the next there would be a small black and
white T.V. That night we even watched Pirates of the Caribbean
on an old DVD player. It was nice to chill and rest before an
entire day of skiing.”
The next day all the seniors were up early to get ready to
take on the slopes. Whether it was waiting to get ski rentals
or putting on all the extra layers of clothes, the group was
prepared to shred the slopes in the cold weather. The seniors
were out on the mountain all day from 9 to 5 with one lunch
break in between.
“Skiing was a blast,” senior Cole Warner said. “Flying
down the slopes with my friends and witnessing some of the
funniest falls made for some of the best memories. Although
we were out there all day, it felt like the time flew by. It was a
really fun trip.”
After the whole day of skiing the seniors ate dinner and
set off to another part of the mountain to go night tubing,
which consisted of several one-person tubes shooting down
a massive hill. Since there were multiple lanes, everyone was
racing each other down the hill.
“Tubing presented a unique challenge in which everyone
tried to figure out how to achieve the fastest speed possible to
go down the hill,” senior Ashby Munn said. “By pushing and
flinging each other’s tubes down the hill, we were able to reach
the inflatable guard that you weren’t supposed to reach, and
it was hilarious. There were memories that were made that I
will never forget.”
The next day was another day of skiing. Seniors had from
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9 to 2 to hit the slopes, and it was during this time where
many of the seniors went over to the Western Territory,
the rough part of the mountain that contained the more
difficult courses.
“Western Territory was definitely a high point of the ski
trip,” senior Tessa Justus said. “It was absolutely beautiful
and offered some more challenging terrain. The runs were
long, empty, and super fun. You could pretty much go as
fast as you wanted and have a great time with your friends
out there.”
Seniors were not the only people that made great
memories during the trip. All the teachers that went on
the trip also went skiing and snowboarding. Teachers had
a great time going down the slopes with their students.
“One of my favorite moments from this trip was seeing
Noah McKenzie absolutely fly on the terrain park,” teacher
Joseph Severs said. “He sent it down a big ramp, and his
board went out flying and he ate it so hard. I also really
enjoyed watching kids grow throughout at all types of
levels: whether it was Josh Lang and Grayson Black skiing
down a slick black, Laura Ashley shredding it better than
me on the board, Preston Teel showing off in the park, or
seeing Austin Haynes just pumped to learn and progress
after nailing a tree in the woods. It was so encouraging and
refreshing to see.”
After a day and a half day of skiing, exhausted seniors
headed home from their trip to Snowshoe. It was an amazing
time for the seniors to bond with one another, whether it
was going down the slopes, having meals together, or being
tortured on the bus ride with no A/C.
“Definitely one of the best parts about this trip and best
parts about this year in general is the unity that is seen in
the senior class,” senior chaplain Noah Mckenzie said. “The
bonding moments available in senior year are unmatched,
and I think our class has done a very good job of taking on
challenges together and encouraging each other.” 
By: Evan Ko, Shield Senior Editor
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Class of 2022 & 2023

CELEBRATES &
PREPARES
A

for the future

s the curtain closes on the 2021-22 school year, our NRCA
family has much to celebrate! Sitting squarely atop the
celebration list are the 129 students graduating on June
3 –the class of ’22. I am confident that I can speak for the entire
NRCA faculty, staff, and student body when I say that we are so
proud of each of these graduates! Walking across that stage is
no small feat. NRCA diplomas represent untold hours of study,
involvement in sports, fine arts, clubs, community service, and
mission work.

•

Here are a few highlights of the
Class of 2022:
•

68 students earned over 100 hours of community
service, more than doubling their required number of
hours.

•

Each graduate completed at least one qualifying
mission trip

•

•

106 students earned at least a 3.5 weighted GPA, with
84 of those students earning the Highest Honors of at
least a 4.0 weighted GPA.
55 students graduated on NRCA’s honors track, having
completed at least 3 Honors or AP classes in every
core subject area, as well as three foreign language
credits.

37 graduates attended NRCA every year from
kindergarten through 12th grade. • One student
represents a new era of NRCA history-- the Alumni
Legacy which honors NRCA graduates who have had
at least one parent graduate from NRCA.

Preparing for Senior Year
Reading through the list of graduate accolades can be overwhelming
for those who have not yet reached senior year, and one might be
wondering how to prepare for it all. Students balance advanced
course loads with extracurriculars throughout high school, but
when they reach senior year, additional responsibilities await.
Seniors find themselves in the unique position of applying to
colleges and scholarships while making decisions that will affect
the next stage of life. There are a few things that underclassmen
can do now to help prepare for a smoother senior year:
•

Focus on your grades. Your course load should be
challenging but not overwhelming.

•

Understand your transcript and GPA.

•

Get involved in school activities. Don’t be afraid to try
new things, but when you find things you enjoy, aim
for depth and leadership roles.

•

Gradually build your resume (Scoir is a great place
to do this!) Add everything you achieve each year,
including extracurriculars, awards, community service,
jobs—even your lemonade stand, tutoring friends—
everything counts!

•

The class of 2022 earned over 13 million dollars in
merit and athletic scholarships.

Study and practice standardized test taking skills. Take
practice tests. Work with a company like Revolution
Prep to improve test scores. READ.

•

Improve time management and organization skills.

•

24 graduates will attend Christian Universities

•

•

9 students will play varsity athletics at their respective
colleges

Volunteer often and keep up with turning in your hours
on a regular basis. Plan well and spread out your hours.
Do not wait until senior year for this!

•

Fifty- six different universities will be blessed with
incoming NRCA freshmen in the fall. Of those, 65%
will remain in the state of North Carolina, with the
remaining 35% attending 36 different universities
outside of our state.

•

Take opportunities to visit colleges--even those you
were not initially considering. Don’t just walk around
the campus but schedule personal tours and meet with
admissions counselors and representatives. Compare
and contrast schools and keep a spreadsheet.

•

97% plan to attend a four-year college in the fall

•

We celebrate each of these NRCA graduates, whether they plan to
attend 2- or 4-year colleges, take a gap year, or join the workforce;
whether they attended NRCA for 1 year or 13; whether they
took ten AP classes or none. We are so proud and honored to
have had the opportunity to partner with each of these families
in Kingdom Education. May each student embrace the wisdom
of their teachers and coaches and seek to carry the light of the
gospel of Jesus Christ to the next destination on their life’s journey.

•

Come to the college rep sessions at school when you
are invited.

•

Email, call, or meet with me to discuss your high school
and future plans.

•

Attend College Nights in October each year.

•

Join sites like goingmerry.com and
scholarshipguidance.com and spend free time applying
for scholarships.universities outside of our state.
NORTH RALEIGH CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

COUNSELOR
CONNECTION
Susan L. Etheridge, College Counseling Director

NEW For the Class of 2023
This year, for the first time, NRCA will be offering a
college application workshop for rising seniors and
their parents. Learn to make and narrow college lists,
get a jump start on applications, learn the processes
of getting required documents sent to colleges, set
up accounts and portals, write your college essay,
decide whether or not to send test scores, and much
more. This workshop will will be interactive and hands
on while answering your questions and providing
advice. Rising seniors, please do not miss out on this
opportunity to make your senior year more enjoyable
and stress free!

2022 NRCA College
Application Workshop
For rising Seniors and/or Parents
SO many questions arise as seniors are applying to colleges,
which can make things stressful during the school year. Come
to the College Application Workshop and get a jump start on the
process so that you can enjoy senior year!

AUGUST 1-5, 2022
12:00 - 4:00 PM

Sample Workshop Topics:
• Overview of the College Application Process
• Deciding where to apply
• Filling out the Common Application
• Requesting and managing recommendation letters
• Requesting and managing transcripts
• Test score submission advice and
process
• Essay advice and help
• Using SCOIR
FLAT RATE FEE
• MUCH MORE!
BONUS: From 11:00 AM12:00 PM each day, College
Representatives will be on site
and welcoming visits from parents
and students. A detailed schedule
will be sent at a later date.

$100
*Fee covers all sessions and
cannot be prorated. Various
family members may attend
different sessions or
come and go
as needed.

*Each day, after topics are discussed in a general
session, students/parents will be provided personal
guidance. The goal is to not only LEARN, but to DO!

REGISTER ONLINE

919.573.7900 x7926
setheridge@nrcaknights.com
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Wins Regional Championship at
ECU & Bid to States
“I hope that the student who
feels like they fit more into a
STEM career path sees my class
and club as a place where they
can begin to develop the tools
necessary to attain scholarships
and go into STEM fields with
confidence having both thought
about all of these concepts
immensely and done these
concepts through robotics and
engineering.”
- MR. DEAN
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A

fter the NRCA MS Robotics FLL team went to states
the 2020-2021 season, Mr. Zack Dean got approval
from Dr. Mathes to start a HS Robotics club which
began this 2021-2022 school year. After winning the regional
ACSI STEM Robotics competition, the team continued
with direction from Mr. Dean and applied for and won a
sponsorship from NASA which awarded a grant that paid for a
“kit of parts” and registration for events that eclipsed $10,435
in support for the 2021-2022 FIRST Robotics season.
FIRST is the globally recognized robotics competition
that has its roots in MIT college applications (see “More than
Robots” documentary on Disney+). This year’s competition,
which consists of a game in which the objective is to score as
many points as possible, was March 11-13 at ECU’s Minges
Coliseum. This event hosts the top engineering schools and
community clubs in the state.
This competition was not without its hardships and
roadblocks. The night before the competition is when the
robot is to be inspected and the pit is to be set up. Instead of
getting inspected, the team spent most of the night rushing
to get the robot operational. The qualification rounds
commenced Saturday morning, but the robot was still unable

to drive when the practice rounds started. Being a new
team also had its limitations in gear and tools. “Throughout
the whole competition, teams would let us borrow their
equipment and machinery so we could fix our robot,” Evan
Dean said.
In the competition there are alliances. “Each alliance is
made up of three teams. Two alliances compete against each
other to increase their ranking in the competition,” explained
Ben Christner, lead driver for the Knights in the championship
round. “To earn points, your robot must shoot a rubber ball
into one of two hoops: a low basket (one point) or a high
basket (two points). You can earn extra points by being able to
move your robot in autonomous mode (without a driver) and
by being able to hang on bars mounted at different distances
off the ground.”
It was looking grim. The Knights were ranked 22nd after
the qualifying rounds on Saturday. The playoffs started on
Sunday, and the Knights, with their alliance partners, managed
to make it to the championship round! After losing the first
match, the Knight’s alliance, piloted by Ben Christner, won the
next two matches to take first place in the district.
“Winning the championship was one of the greatest
feelings I have ever experienced,” Christner said. “When I
finished driving in the finals and saw our team come out on
top, I had the biggest adrenaline rush I have ever felt. Knowing
all the time and hard work it took to get to that point made the
experience even more special.”
With the win, the Knights secured a spot at the state
tournament this past April, which took place at Campbell
University’s Gore Arena. The Knights kept busy fixing the
robot in between rounds, especially on Sunday when they had
only three students in attendance. “The other teams’ help was
critical to our success that weekend,” Evan Dean said.
The Knights could be seen praying before and after every
playoff match. Their verse for the year, Philippians 4:13 says
following: “I can do all things through him who strengthens
me.” This verse served as a source of encouragement for the
team from the very beginning. The sky’s the limit for the
robotics program. “Our robot was not as fancy as those of
other teams in the state (being a rookie team with a fraction
of other teams’ budgets and sponsors), but we came out on
top through hard work and determination!” Mr. Zack Dean
said. “My vision last year was to just start a club, and now that
has been accomplished, and we won our first event at Minges
Coliseum in front of the whole engineering community in NC,
our goal is to do better than we did last time.”
Mr. Dean hopes to have a much larger team and support
in coming years as that is what is needed for continued
success. “I hope that the student who feels like they fit more
into a STEM career path sees my class and club as a place
where they can begin to develop the tools necessary to attain
scholarships and go into STEM fields with confidence having
both thought about all of these concepts immensely and done
these concepts through robotics and engineering,” Mr. Dean
said.
The Knights look to continue their success next year and
for many seasons to come. 
By: Micah Hartley, Shield Staff

Photo Credit: Danny Levenson
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HOT OFF THE PRESS!
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

IN THE UKRAINE
O

Second edition of NRCA’s Literary and Art Magazine
This magazine is a collaboration between Mrs. Armstrong’s graphic design course, photojournalism
course and Dr. Beatty’s 10th grade honors English. The purpose of the magazine is to showcase literary
and art projects created by the students during the course of the school year. During the 10th-grade
honors course students studied the form and characteristics of Odes and Sonnets, and then wrote an
original Ode and Sonnet.

Visit NRCA’s webpage to view this publication

nrcaknights.com
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We want to grow
a new generation
who will be
ready to take
responsibility for
our country.
TANYA GARKUN

n May 24, we welcomed two Ukrainian administrators on our
campus. These administrators were visiting the United States
to gain deeper knowledge of Kingdom Education and to find
creative ideas to implement in their Christian schools back home.
They enjoyed touring Christian schools in Florida, Idaho, and North
Carolina, ending their time in Raleigh at a few local Christian schools.
While at NRCA, they had the opportunity to speak to our faculty
and staff during our morning devotion time and with the middle school
and high school students in an assembly. This time was spent sharing
about their Christian school ministries, the war that is present in their
country, and how their personal families, school families, and school
communities have been affected by this war. It was a sobering time as
we listened to their stories and viewed photos of their war-torn cities.
Tanya Chumakova, one of the visitors, is a wife, mom, and
Superintendent of several Christian schools in her region. She shared
how she loves reaching students for Christ and preparing them for life
in their country when they graduate. Tanya’s husband is currently on
the side-lines helping victims from the war while her son is actively
fighting. She has placed her trust in her Heavenly Father and believes
that God will watch over them as they fight for their country in the
days ahead. She is hopeful for the future and how Kingdom Education
can have a profound impact on her community.
Tanya Garkun, another visitor, is a wife, mother, and head of school
at My Horizons Christian School. She is passionate about impacting
her school community academically in preparation for the future.
She is grateful she can provide a Christian education for so many and
looks forward to reaching and teaching the many refugees who will
be joining their school community for the 22-23 school year. She is
committed to school improvement and has been instrumental in its
growth from 24 when they opened their doors on September 1, 2015
to over 300 students today. Tanya is grateful for the opportunity she
has been afforded and desires to do Kingdom work for His glory and
honor.
One of the things that struck me during their presentation is the
humility they displayed. They are humble servants doing God’s work
through their roles in Christian education despite the setback from war
and economic concerns. Tanya Garkun, head of school at My Horizons
Christian Academy, shared her school’s main purpose “We want to
grow a new generation who will be ready to take responsibility for our
country.” This is why she is so passionate about impacting the next
generation through the educational setting. There is no doubt in my
mind that God will continue using both ladies to impact His Kingdom
through Christian Education. 
By: Mrs. Joy Mathes, Lower Elementary Principal
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“In the future, I definitely want
the opportunity to play overseas
and in the pros. That’s definitely a
dream of mine.”
-IMANI LESTER

HOOP DREAMS
FULFILLED
I

mani Lester, a senior on the NRCA women’s varsity basketball team, has worked hard over
the years and is seeing it pay off. Recently named a McDonald’s All-American athlete,
Lester’s dedication and talent has helped her prepare for her career at the next level. She
has decided to commit to playing college basketball for the University of Louisville where
she said she felt most at home.
“I loved the campus and the people around me, and I knew I wanted to develop and
grow there my next four years,” Lester said. “The recruitment process is a blessing, and I’m
glad I got to experience it. It’s a lot of pressure to put on a high school student, but it’s helped
me a lot on and off the court. The commitment was something I’ve been wanting for years,
and I’ve finally done it. It has definitely been life changing.”
Putting in countless hours of work on the court and off to help improve her game, Lester’s
work ethic matches her dreams for the future. She remains humble, though, giving God the
glory for her talents.
“I spend a lot of time on the court and in the gym, but I also spend a lot of time watching
games and studying the game in my free time. I’ve spent a lot of hours with my dad just
getting better physically and mentally,” Lester said. “I think the best athletes are those who
stay humble, push others around them to be better, and use their gift to praise God who gave
it to them in the first place; this is what I strive to be every day.”
Lester has achieved many goals and accolades over her time on the varsity team, the
physical proof of her talent for the game.
“During my time on varsity, I’ve been to the final four [four times], won a state
championship, gotten all-conference and all-state player of the year all four years, and scored
over 2,000 points,” Lester said.
Lester has had a successful high school career, but she isn’t finished. “In the future, I
definitely want the opportunity to play overseas and in the pros,” Lester said.” “That’s definitely
a dream of mine.” 
By: Mykal Williams, Shield Staff and Molly McLawhorn, Middle School Creative Writing

IMANI LESTER
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powered by

NOAH MCKENZIE WINS
FREE CHICK-FIL-A FOR A YEAR!

LEAD EM UP is a leadership

curriculum that the Varsity Boys
Basketball team does throughout
their season. Every year, Lead Em
Up recognizes 13 athletes that show
remarkable leadership skills in a
sports season. Congrats to Noah
McKenzie on being selected as a
member of the Green 13!

A Chance to
Play Ball
The Miracle League of the Triangle is a nonprofit organization providing
a baseball league for children and adults with special needs. They
depend greatly on ‘buddies’ to help their players, so for five years, the
NRCA varsity baseball team has volunteered their time to help during
the games. This year, volunteers included the JV baseball team.

>>>>>>>
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“Our NRCA players help their buddies run bases, bat, and catch,” Coach
Bill Cook said. “Sometimes they play other games in the outfield, but
whatever they do, they love spending time with the kids. It gives our
players a chance to give back to the community through the game
that they love. It is a great event and something that our players will
never forget.”
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FUTSAL
FRENZY
T

“Futsal is like soccer; it just has different rules, is played faster, and is more technical.
Also, you are only supposed to use the sole of your foot because the ball moves very fast.”
JANIE LEHR

emp time is a cherished activity in middle school and is
often the most anticipated activity of the day for some
sixth graders. Although classic football, basketball,
and soccer games can be played at temp time, a few sixth
graders have a new interest called futsal. Futsal is a ten-player
game, played on a basketball court, in which opponents try to
kick a small ball through the goal. The ball used in futsal has
a similar size to a soccer ball but is heavier so that it does not
bounce as much.
“I started playing futsal in the summer of 2021 and was
motivated to play because of the quick speed of play, and it
can help me play better in soccer,” sixth grader Janie Lehr said.
“Futsal is like soccer; it just has different rules, is played faster,
and is more technical. Also, you are only supposed to use the
sole of your foot because the ball moves very fast.”

Futsal has its similarities with soccer; however, it has
distinct rules that help the game be played at an indoor pace.
Since futsal is played on a small indoor court, the tempo of the
game is much faster than a normal soccer game. The game is
played for two 20-minute halves.
“I have played futsal for a little less than a year, but some
girls on my team have played their whole lives so it was harder
to catch up to them, but I have gotten a lot better and more
competitive,” sixth grader Parker Walton said.
Futsal not only makes temp time more competitive, but
also provides extra practice for soccer players.
“I started playing futsal for extra practice especially since I
am a goalie in soccer,” Lehr said. “When I go to practice, I just
do goalkeeper work, so it is nice to work on cleaning up my
passing, touches, and foot work during temp time.” 
By: Grayson Black, Shield Staff
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Squire Theatre presented Rodgers and Hammerstein’s classic fairy tale Cinderella in
March and April of the 2021-2022 school year. Inspiring music and new characters
and plotlines delighted audiences throughout the two-week run. Cinderella
featured the work of over 100 actors, technicians, and crew members and over
2100 people attended the production. Audiences raved over the soaring voices,
the live orchestra, and the stunning costumes. Students grew in their artistic
abilities incorporating their God-given talents such as singing, dancing, and acting.
Squire Theatre is thankful to the NRCA community for their continued support
of artistic excellence and the hard work of our student artists.
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